IP Vision KVM Distribution and Virtual Matrix Management

IP Vision SRD-IP-TXSH

The SRD IP TXSH is a 19-inch rack mountable shelf to place TXs (Senders) when used in central servers’ rack or any central and secured HW location of the installation. The tray was designed to address the need for professional mass installation and is design for multipurpose use with all the IP Vision (Silora R&D SRD Pro) Senders types.

The shelf is proposed in the following models:

**SRD-IP-TXSH**
- A metal 19-inch/4U mountable TX’s shelf.
- Up to 14 Individual TX (KL/SRD models).
- Multipurpose design

**SRD-IP-TXSH-CPS**
- A metal 19-inch/4U shelf to place TXs
- Up to 10 Individual TX
- Central single 12V or 9V power supply
- For KL/SRD-2K models

**SRD-IP-TXSH-RCPS**
- 19-inch/4U rack mountable
- Up to 10 Individual TX
- Hot-swap central power supply
- For SRD-2K/4K models